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Abstract
Plain strain compression of an AA1050 aluminium alloy has been used to follow the evolution
of nucleation sites for the cube recrystallisation texture component. Specimens were hot deformed
to strains in the range £=0.5 to £=2 at various strain rates and temperatures. The cube oriented
grains that were present in the material prior to deformation, remained metastable during the
deformation process. By studying cube-oriented areas with the EBSP-technique, it was found that
their relative stability depends on both strain and Zener-Hollomon parameter. The volume fraction
of cube decreased with both increasing strain and Zener-Hollomon parameter. The stable cubes
were observed to deform to elliptically shaped grains which upon continued straining were
smeared out to long bands. The interior of the bands were of cube orientation while the periphery
often contained large misorientations. The cube bands have a unique sub grain size distribution
with larger subgrains than other texture components. This makes the cube bands very potent
nucleation sites. The probability of nucleation from the cube bands have been found to depend
on the orientation of the neighbour components surrounding the band.
Introduction
The cube orientation is often found to be the strongest recrystallisation texture component after
annealing of hot deformed aluminium. Since cube is of great technological relevance much effort
has been put into explaining its origin. The strong cube recrystallisation texture has been
explained both through theories of oriented nucleation [1] and oriented growth [2]. While the
Dillamore-Katoh mechanism [3] predicts the rotation of ND-rotated cube grains into the
metastable cube orientation during deformation, others [4] assume that old cube oriented grains
remain metastable during deformation. These pre-existing cube oriented areas will, upon
annealing, act as nucleation sites for the cube recrystallisation texture.
Duggan et al. [5] and Vatne et al. [6] investigated nucleation from cube bands (assumably old
cube grains being smeared out to band-like features during deformation) in copper and
aluminium, respectively. They found that the probability of nucleation from cube bands was
enhanced when the bands were surrounded by the S={ 123 }<634> deformation texture component.
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This preference can be attributed to either a micro-growth selection, due to a higher mobility of
the 40°<111> oriented cube-S tilt boundary, or preferred nucleation, due to the lower energy of
the cube-S 'L7 boundary, resulting in a smaller critical Gibbs-Thomson radius requirement. The.
special orientation topography between a cube band and an S oriented grain might be more prone
to collapse into a high angle boundary than others. Finally, the amount of stored energy may be
higher in the S deformation texture component (for a detailed discussion, see [6,7]).
In the present work, the stability of cube oriented areas during deformation of an AAI 050 alloy
has been investigated. After deformation at different conditions, all cube areas were characterised
with respect to size and subgrain sizes. An eventual neighbour preference of nucleation from cube
oriented areas surrounded by S has been examined, both on a micro level utilizing the EBSPtechnique and on a macro level by X-ray measurements.
Experimental
All experiments were carried out on an AA1050 commercial purity aluminium alloy with
chemical composition AI-0.3%Fe-0.l %Si (wt%). In order to have a controlled set of deformation
conditions, specimens were plain strain compressed at Alcan International, Banbury Laboratory.
For investigations of cube stability during deformation, material with a volume fraction of 10%
cube and an average grain size of 47flm was chosen. Specimens were deformed to strains in the
range £=0.5 to £=2 and Zener-Hollomon parameters (Z=texp[Q/RTJ) Z=6.7_10 12 (t=2.5, 400°C)
to Z=9.8_10 15 (t=25, 300°C). For convenience, the material for subgrain size measurements and
S/cube neighbour preference investigations was processed in a way as to achieve a starting
material with about 25% cube and 20% S. This material was plain strain compressed to a strain
of £=2 and a Zener-Hollomon parameter 2=10 14 (t=0.6, 300°C), water-quenched and
subsequently annealed at 300°C.

/

Macroscopic texture was measured by an automatic X-ray diffractometer. ODFs were produced
from four incomplete pole figures ({ Ill}, {200}, {220}, {113}) by the series expansion method
[8]. All micro-structure/texture investigations were carried out by means of the SINTEF EBSPsystem attached to a Jeol 6400 scanning electron microscope. The system allows for a rapid,
accurate and simple on-line orientation determination of single subgrains larger than -0.5flm. An
accuracy of -loin the orientation determination is obtained.
EBSP-scans were made in the longitudinal-transverse section. Cube areas in this section were
~ypica~ly of a band-.1i.ke shape with a length/width ratio depending on deformation conditions. To
InvestIgate the St~blhty of cube oriented areas during deformation, the width of cube bands were
measured for varIOUS degrees of deformation. The EBSP-technique was also utilised to measure
subgrain sizes within and outside cube bands. The EBSP-technique gives a much more reliable
result than measurements on SEM-micrographs. All subgrain sizes were measured in the
deformation direction.
An important part of the present work was to reproduce, both macro- and microscopically, the
importance of the S deformation texture component for the dominance of the cube
recrystallisation texture. Therefore, a set of materials with variations in the contents of initial S
and cube was processed and the strength of cube in the recrystallised condition determined by
X-ray measurements. One of these conditions (the one with 25% cube and 20% S) was chosen
for further microscopic characterisation of the cube bands and their neighbours. The orientation
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of the band itself and the orientations of the adjacent neighbouring components were determined
by means of EBSP. This was carried out in the as defonned and several partly recrystallised
conditions (for different fractions of recrystaIIisation, cf. Table 2). Since a successful nucleation
event destroys the infonnation about the nucleus state itself as well as the original neighbours,
transfonned bands were not taken into consideration. Only those bands where no nucleation had
taken place (untransfonned bands) were investigated for orientation relationships.

Figure 1 shows the results of the investigations of the cube stability during defonnation. The
figure is based on EBSP-scans in the nonnal direction in the transverse-longitudional section. In
Fig. la) the average width of all detected cube areas is shown, b) shows the band width
distribution while the line fraction of cube is shown in c). Both the width and the line fraction
is plotted as a function of strain for different Zener-Hollomon parameters. In the starting material
a line fraction of about 16% of cube is found. This value differs from the volume fraction found
to be about 10% by X-rays. This discrepancy is, however, not surprising, since the two methods
are very different and uncertain. In both cases a deviation of 15° off the ideal cube orientation
was accepted. An EBSP-scan analysis will, however, overestimate the fraction of cube, since
subgrains within a cube band with rotations slightly greater than 15° off cube have been assumed
to belong to the cube band. Therefore, the line fractions shoulc1. not be taken as absolute values,
but be used for comparison between the different deformation conditions. Figure I shows that the
fraction of cube decreases with increasing strain. This is also demonstrated by macro texture
measurements for 1050 material (Z=6.7 e I0 12, £=2.5, 400°C) of various initial cube fractions in
Fig. Id). Also, the band widths decrease with increasing strain, roughly in accordance with what
is expected for a pure compression of the original cube oriented grains in the starting material
(dotted line in Fig. la». The plot in b) shows how the distribution of cube band widths gradually
gets narrower with increasing strain, starting from a broad specter of the initial cube grains
present in the material prior to the defonnation (denoted £=0).
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Figure 1. a) average cube band width, b) distribution of band widths (Z=6.7 0 10 12 , ~=2.5, 400°C)
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Figure I. c) Line fraction of cube, EBSP, d) Volume fraction of cube, X-ray (Z=6.7 0 10 12 , Rc=initial cube fraction)

In Fig. 2 the subgrain size distribution of the as defonned (and quenched, £=2, 2=10 14) condition
for cube oriented subgrains within cube bands (a) compared to sub grains of other orientations (b)
is plotted. Both show an approximately log-nonnal distribution. However, the cube subgrain size
distribution shows a longer tail of large subgrains which is not found for other orientations. It
should be noted that these large subgrains are in fact overcritical nuclei being present in the cube
bands already in the as defonned state. Due to the longer tail the cube subgrains are on average
larger than the other subgrains, 3.81!m vs. 2.9I!m, respectively. After 2h of annealing (-25%
recrystallised) the average subgrain sizes have increased to 5.1flm (cube) and 4.61!m (others),
Table I. Only real subgrains and no recrystallised grains have been considered. The size
difference is no longer so pronounced in the partially recrystallised condition, which is most
likely due to that the largest cube subgrains ha,:e been transfonned into recrystallised grains.
Table I: Average subgrain size , e=2 , Z=10 14 (~=O .6, 300°C), annealed at 300°C
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Figure 2. Subgrain size distributions: a) cube, b) others, e=2, Z=10 14 (f=0.6, 300°C)
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Figure 3. SEM micrograph of nucleation from cube band, D=recrystallised cube grain, x=subgrains within cube band

A SEM micrograph of the nucleation event from a cube band is shown in Fig. 3. The importance
of the orientation of the neighbour component adjacent to the cube band is demonstrated in Fig.
4. Only boundaries between S and cube bands were analysed, since these 40°<111> boundaries
of assumably high mobility and low energy have been found to promote nucleation from cube
bands [5,6]. In Fig. 4a) the fraction of untransformed cube bands (i.e. bands where no nucleation
event has taken place) surrounded by a 40°<111> boundary is plotted. For a boundary to be
characterised as a 40°<111> type, deviations of maximum \f'max=lO° from an ideal <111> rotation
axis and cI>max=15° from an ideal 40° rotation angle were accepted. These limits were chosen
based on the elegant observations by Liebmann-Liicke-Masing [9] who found that the growth
advantage of 40°<111> boundaries falls off significantly when these limits are reached. In the
as deformed condition about 20% of the cube bands were surrounded by 40°<111>. Throughout
the transformation this fraction decreased considerably (down to 9%). Statistically, this means that
most of the bands which were originally surrounded by I:7-type boundaries have been
transformed, i.e. a successful nucleation and subsequent growth has taken place. On the other
hand, cube bands which were not surrounded by such boundaries did not show the same ability
to provide recrystallised cube grains. Detailed data of this experiment is given in Table 2. A
similar trend has previously been reported by Vatne et al. [6] by performing a similar experiment
with a hot rolled 3004 alloy. The results of this investigation is also included in Fig. 4.
Table 2: Results from the EBSP-analysis of untransformed cube bands followed throughout annealing

Annealing time at 300°C

as def.

Ih

2h

3.5h

% recrystallised

0

10

25

50

Average band width [11m]

4.2

7.8

7.6

7.1

Nb. of bands investigated

88

67

49

61

36.7

23.9

19.3

15.5

19.6

20.9

15.8

9.0

Density of bands [mm-

I

]

% of bands with 40°<111>
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Figure 4. a) fraction of untransformed cube bands with 40°<111> boundary to neighbour, E=2, Z=IOI4,
b) fraction of recrystallised cube as a function of amount of S and cube after deformation, E=2, Z=10 14 , (10]

The importance ofthe S deformation texture component for a strong cube recrystallisation texture
is confirmed by the macro texture measurements shown in Fig. 4b), for details see [10]. From
this figure, it can be seen that a strong S component in addition to a large fraction of cube bands
is necessary to provide a dominating cube texture. A higher level of cube present at the as
deformed stage will lead to a higher level of recrystallised cube as long as there is a sufficient
amount of S to promote nucleation from the cube bands.
Table 2 gives some additional information on the selective nucleation from cube bands. It can
be seen that the average width of untransformed bands after I h of annealing is considerably
larger than in the as deformed condition. This may indicate that nucleation is preferred from the
thinnest bands since these have apparently disappeared. This feature is more clearly demonstrated
in Fig. 5 which shows the distribution of band widths in the as deformed condition compared to
the distribution after Ih of annealing at 300°C. The reason for such a preference may be a higher
probability of thin bands being surrounded by high angle boundaries. An alternative explanation
for the disappearence is that the thinnest cube bands collapse during the initial annealing stage.
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Discussion
The metastability of the cube oriented grains during hot deformation is well documented in Fig.
1. Both the microscopic EBSP-scans measuring line fraction and volume fractions measured by
the macroscopic X-ray technique show a decreasing fraction of cube with increasing strain. The
effect is enhanced by a higher Zener-Hollomon parameter. Since the measured widths ofthe cube
bands are in accordance with a pure compression mechanism, the decreasing fraction indicates
that some cube grains rotate away from the cube position while others remain orientation stable.
The observed band widths when applying the high Z value are much smaller than those observed
for the lower Z, while the fraction of cube bands is not that much different in the two cases. This
must mean that a more heavy deformation, through a high Z value, promotes a splitting up of the
original cube grains into layers of thinner cube bands.
The width of all observed cube areas fall into the size that is expected from a compression!
smearing out mechanism, with a band width distribution that gets narrower towards smaller
values with increasing strain. Further, no signs of transition bands have been found. This means
that all cube areas after deformation are due to old cube grains present in the material prior to
the deformation. Thus, the idea presented in [6] that old cube grains are smeared out to bands
that upon annealing act as nucleation sites for new cube oriented grains, seems to be valid.
The subgrain size measurements might explain why the cube bands are so potent nucleation sites.
It tumes out that cube subgrains have a size benefit. It can even be stated that some subgrains

within cube bands are overcritically large already at the as deformed stage. Such a size advantage
has also been demonstrated for a 3004 alloy in Ref. 6 and documented even more extensively
by TEM measurements with a very good statistics in Ref. 11. The reason for the large cube
subgrains is unclear, but might be due to the orthogonal burgers vectors of the two most active
slip systems. This unique cube geometry will fascilitate annihilation of active dislocations and
thus provide an enhanced recovery rate as proposed by Ridha and Hutchinson [12]. However,
what is important in this context is that these large subgrains do exist. While other orientations
need annealing to develop successful nuclei, the cube nuclei are already present with overcritical
size in the as deformed stage. This, of course, makes cube subgrains very potent nucleation sites
and might explain the strong cube recrystallisation texture often found in aluminium.
There seems to be a strong element of a 40°<111> orientation relationship during nucleation
and/or growth from the cube bands. The EBSP-results (Fig. 4 and Table 2) clearly indicate that
the probability of the nucleation and growth of a cube-oriented recrystallised grain from a cube
band is higher when the band is surrounded by the S deformation texture component to which
cube makes a 40°<111> boundary. Similar results were also found in Ref. 5 and 6. This S
preference is also observed from the macroscopic texture measurements in Fig. 5. It tumes out
that a large amount of cube prior to deformation is not alone sufficient for a strong recrystallised
cube. In addition, a sufficient fraction of S is required for the cube to dominate. The preference
of S can be attributed to several reasons. The most obvious is an oriented growth model based
on the fact that cube and S make a 40°<111> orientation relationship that is assumed to have a
high mobility [9]. This possibility is disputed and was ruled out in [6] since growth rate
measurements showed no higher growth rates for cube grains, although the average size of the
cube grains was measured to be approximately 15% larger than those of other orientations. This
size difference was attributed to other mechanisms, for details see Ref. 6. In the present case
grain size measurements in the fully recrystallised condition showed a similar 10% difference
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between cube grains and grains of other orientations, i.e. an oriented growth effect cannot be
excluded but in line with the conclusions in Ref. 6 seems less likely. This means that the
preference is a part of the nucleation stage. It follows from the detailed examination by Vatne
et al. [11] that no differences between the stored energy in various deformation texture
components were found. This rules out a selectivity mechanism based on a higher amount of
stored energy in S. Data on grain boundary energy are insufficient, but a lower energy of the
40°<11 I> boundary of a high coincidence site density will of course be very important for the
nucleation event since the critical Gibbs-Thomson radius is proportional to the boundary energy.
The evolution of the boundary region between two stable neighbour components during
deformation, might tum out to be an important aspect. During the EBSP-scans in the presellt
work, these regions have often been observed to be of a random character with subgrains
surrounded by low angle boundaries bridging the two components. Such a low angle boundary
zone will retard nucleation from the cube band. An interesting speculation now becomes that the
transition between a cube grain and an S grain more readily forms a high angle boundary than
other components. Such a high angle boundary will be ready to bow out and grow into the
matrix. However, much work is required in order to investigate the evolution of boundary areas
between stable or metastable deformation texture components. Such a knowledge is necessary in
order to be able to explain the selective nucleation from cube bands surrounded by S. In the
present work, no experiments have been done to reveal this selectivity. However, the fact that
the effect is reproducible in a 1050 alloy is important in itself.
Conclusion
1. Cube oriented grains remain orientation metastable during hot deformation, the degree of'
stability depending on strain and Zener-Hollomon parameter. During deformation the old cube
grains are deformed to band-like shapes which upon annealing act as nucleation sites for cube_
2. Subgrains within the cube bands have a size advantage compared to subgrains of otherorientations. This makes the cube bands very potent nucleation sites.
3. The existence of a cube-S high angle boundary promotes nucleation from cube bands.
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